
 

 

Chapter 21: An Emerging World Power    Name ______________________________ 
1890-1918 (Pages 672-703)          Per. ___ Date _________ Row ___ 
 
 

I. From Expansion to Imperialism 
A. Foundations of Empire – discuss factors that favored imperialism; define American exceptionalism 

− High unemployment and mass protests because of economic downturns prompted policy makers to 
fear Americans would embrace socialism or Marxism so they sought new markets to sell U.S. 
goods and provide jobs and prosperity. Intellectually American leaders positioned the U.S. as a 
beacon to help less "civilized" peoples and people thought Anglo-Saxons (as a race) were superior 
to others and believed in racialized Social Darwinism.  
− The idea that the U.S. has a unique destiny to foster democracy and civilization on the world stage. 

 

II. The War of 1898, 1880-1892 
A. "Remember the Maine" – define 

− After the U.S. battle cruiser Maine exploded in Havana harbor, the New York Journal rallied its 
readers to "Remember the Maine," galvanizing popular support for the Spanish- American War. 

 
B. Teller Amendment – define 

− An amendment to the 1898 U.S. declaration of war against Spain disclaiming any intention by the 
U.S. to occupy Cuba. 

 

C. Philippines – discuss their significance and why they were considered so important to the U.S. 
− The Spanish fleet was anchored in Manila, where it was surprised and destroyed by U.S. ships, 

leading to the taking of the Philippine capital (an early victory for the U.S.). President McKinley 
saw the Philippines as a strategic foothold in the western Pacific and a gateway to Asian markets 
(in line with the imperialist goals of the time) bringing prosperity to the U.S. 

 

D. Cuba – discuss factors that aided U.S. victory; significance of San Juan Hill 
− Spanish forces in Cuba were demoralized due to continuous guerrilla fighting and the U.S. had 

knowledgeable Cuban allies; 4 African American forces bore the brunt of the fighting at San Juan 
Hill and ultimately secured U.S. victory; Spanish forced anchored in Santiago tried to escape but 
were destroyed. American suffered few combat casualties. 

 
E. Spoils of War – aftermath of war; issue with the Philippines; Treaty of Paris and aftermath 

− Spain and the U.S. signed an agreement liberating Cuba and ceding Puerto Rico and Guam to the 
U.S.; after determining that the Filipinos were unfit to rule their own country, President McKinley 
decided to annex the islands (mainly to secure the port at Manila and make it defensible). The 
Treaty of Paris officially sold the Philippines to the U.S. but Filipino nationals didn't take kindly to 
this and brutal fighting erupted, killing many more than did the Spanish-American War. 
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F. Insular Cases – define 
− Set of Supreme Court rulings in 1901 that declared the Constitution did not automatically grant 

citizenship to people in acquired territories; only Congress could decide whether to grant 
citizenship, so Puerto Rico, Guam and the Philippines were colonies rather than future states. 

 
G. Platt Amendment (1902) – define 

− 1902 amendment to the Cuban constitution that blocked Cuba from making a treaty with any 
country except the U.S. and gave the U.S. the right to intervene in Cuban affairs. 

 
III. A Power Among Powers 

A. Theodor Roosevelt – views on foreign policy 
− Roosevelt believed it was the role of the civilized powers of the world to police the world and 

direct the affairs of "backward" people; this ensured the U.S. was/became a global player and 
allowed it to further its own interests. 

 

B. The Open Door in Asia – define open door policy 
− Claim put forth by Sec. of State John Hay that all nations seeking to do business in China should 

have equal trade access. 
 

C. Root-Takahira Agreement– define 
− 1908 agreement between the U.S. and Japan confirming principles of free oceanic commerce and 

recognizing Japan's authority over Manchuria. 

 
D. The United States and Latin America – discuss Roosevelt's "big stick" policy and how the U.S. got 
land for the Panama Canal 
− Roosevelt, in his quest to civilize the world, advocated the "big stick" policy, demonstrated though 

naval power, which required a canal to have access to both oceans; Panama, a suitable location for 
a canal, was a Columbian province that was freed by covert U.S. assistance, leaving Panama a new 
nation. 

 

E. Panama Canal – define 
− Canal across the isthmus of Panama connecting trade between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 

Built by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and opened in 1914, the canal gave the U.S. a 
commanding position in the Western Hemisphere. 

 

F. Roosevelt Corollary – define 
− 1904 assertion by President Roosevelt that the U.S. would act as a "policeman" in the Caribbean 

region and intervene in the affairs of nations that were guilty of "wrongdoing or impotence" in 
order to protect U.S. interests in Latin America. 
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IV. The United States in World War I 
A. From Neutrality to War – define Zimmermann Telegram; why U.S. finally entered the war 

− 1917 intercepted dispatch in which German foreign secretary Arthur Zimmermann urged Mexico 
to join the Central Powers and promised that if the U.S. entered the war, Germany would help 
Mexico recover Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona. Germany's resuming of unrestricted submarine 
warfare pushed the U.S. to join the war. 

 
B. War on the Home Front – define War Industries Board and National War Labor Board 

− Federal board established in July 1917 to direct military production, including allocation of 
resources, conversion of factories to war production, and setting of prices. 

− Federal agency founded in 1918 that established an 8-hour day for war workers (with time-and-a-
half pay for overtime), endorsed equal pay for women, and supported worker's right to organize. 

 

C. Committee on Public Information – define 
− Organization set up by Woodrow Wilson during WWI to increase support for America's 

participation in the war. 
 

D. Four-Minute Men – define 
− Name given to thousands of volunteers enlisted by the Committee on Public Information to deliver 

short pro-war speeches at movie theaters, as part of an effort to suppress wartime dissent. 
 

E. Sedition Act of 1918 – define 

− Law prohibiting any words or behavior that might promote resistance to the U.S. or help in the 
cause of its enemies. 

 
F. Great Migration – define; new opportunities for African Americans 

− The migration of over 400,000 African Americans from the rural South to the industrial cities of 
the North during and after WWI. With so many men leaving to fight in Europe, industry jobs 
opened for blacks for the first time which offered not only economic advancement, but the 
commitment to the war effort offered patriotic pride. 

 
G. New opportunities – discuss life for Mexican immigrants and women 
− Mexicans moved north to fill farm jobs and also joined the industrial workforce in search of a 

better future; women joined the workforce, including industrial work, proving themselves as 
worthy and paving the way for more equality even after the war ended. Women also supported the 
war effort through other means (rationing/emergency relief). 
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H. National Women's Party – define; Alice Paul; 19th Amendment 
− Political party founded in 1916 that fought for an Equal Rights Amendment to the U.S. 

constitution in the early 20th century. Paul founded the NWP after lobbying for the National 
American's Woman Suffrage Association didn't prompt change; she had a PhD in political science 
and was inspired by militant British suffragists. In 1920 the 19th Amendment became law and 
women got the right to vote. 

 
V. Catastrophe at Versailles 

A. Fourteen Points – define; main points 
− Principles for a new world order proposed in 1919 by President Woodrow Wilson as a basis for 

peace negotiations at Versailles. Called for open diplomacy, freedom of the seas, arms reduction, 
removal of trade barriers, national self-determination for the people of the Austro-Hungarian, 
Russian and German empires. 

 
B. League of Nations – define  

− The international organization bringing together world governments to prevent future hostilities, 
proposed by President Wilson after WWI. 

 
C. The Fate of Wilson's Ideas – how Britain and France treated Germany; define Treaty of Versailles  

− Britain and France imposed harsh punishments on Germany, secretly agreed to split Germany's 
African colonies as spoils of war, forced payment of $33 million in reparations, surrender coal 
supplies, merchant ships, valuable patents and territory along the French border; these things 
helped build resentment that led to WWII. 
− The 1919 treaty that ended WWI. 

 
D. Congress Rejects the Treaty – objections to the Treaty of Versailles; power dynamics of nations post 
WWI  
− Republicans rejected the treaty; many people opposed U.S. involvement in European affairs, other 

worries the U.S. would not be able to pursue an independent foreign policy if it is part of a larger 
international body; the U.S. never ratified the treaty or joined the League of Nations. Britain and 
France were weakened after WWI but the U.S. emerged stronger.  


